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6D Physical Interaction with a Fully Actuated Aerial Robot
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and Antonio Franchi1

Abstract— This paper presents the design, control, and ex-
perimental validation of a novel fully–actuated aerial robot for
physically interactive tasks, named Tilt-Hex. We show how
the Tilt-Hex, a tilted-propeller hexarotor is able to control
the full pose (position and orientation independently) using a
geometric control, and to exert a full-wrench (force and torque
independently) with a rigidly attached end-effector using an
admittance control paradigm. An outer loop control governs
the desired admittance behavior and an inner loop based
on geometric control ensures pose tracking. The interaction
forces are estimated by a momentum based observer. Control
and observation are made possible by a precise control and
measurement of the speed of each propeller. An extensive
experimental campaign shows that the Tilt-Hex is able to
outperform the classical underactuated multi-rotors in terms of
stability, accuracy and dexterity and represent one of the best
choice at date for tasks requiring aerial physical interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

The current trends in robotics research require a stricter
cooperation between human and robots, that often have to
interact in a shared environment. Along this line, aerial
robots have recently been exploited in tasks as, e.g., trans-
portation [1], structure assembly and object grasping [2], and
wall inspection [3], requiring not only autonomous flight but
also the interaction with the environment. Physical interac-
tion between human and/or the environment with multi-rotor
aerial robots constitutes a particularly challenging scenario
due to their intrinsic instability and typical underactuation.

To achieve physical interaction, aerial robots have been
either equipped with complex robotic arms (see [4]–[6] and
references therein) or tools rigidity attached to the aerial
robot main structure as, e.g., in [2], [7]–[10]. The first
approach exploits the redundancy brought by the manipulator
to cope with the underactuation of the platform. This is
obtained at the price of an increased cost, mechanical/control
complexity, size, payload and a reduced endurance. The latter
approach does not suffer from the aforementioned disadvan-
tages, but it lacks of dexterity, because of the impossibility
to control the pitch and roll independently from the lateral
motion, and to exert lateral forces without necessarily tilt
the whole structure. For these reasons the latter approach has
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Fig. 1: a) The Tilt-Hex (NCFTP platform in-house developed at
LAAS-CNRS) with the rigidly attached end-effector in contact
with a force torque sensor used as ground truth. Notice how the
interaction takes place far away and off-centered from the vehicle
CoM. b) Schematic view of important frames and vectors.

been used so far only to perform simple interaction tasks (e.g,
pick and place) with a gripper typically positioned close to
the vehicle center of mass (CoM) which is not typically the
best place to reach and/or to expose to physical interaction.
In fact, it has been shown that in the presence of interactions
with points of the structure other than the CoM, the internal
dynamics of underactuated multi-rotors is not guaranteed to
be stable, and is not, in general, easy to stabilize [9].

Here we propose a solution overcoming the lack of dex-
terity and unstable internal dynamics by using a multi-rotor
robot with non-collinear fixedly-tilted propellers (NCFTP)
instead of the more common collinear fixedly-tilted propeller
(CFTP) architectures. In NCFTP platforms, which appeared
in the robotics literature only recently (see, e.g., [11]–[14]),
full-actuation is achieved by a proper design of the propeller
positions and orientations. In this way they are able to control
independently their orientational and translational acceler-
ations when unconstrained, or any of the six components
of the exerted wrench when in contact, thus allowing full
and dexterous 6D force control, which makes them much
more suited for physical interaction tasks than standard CFTP
platforms. In order to control the interaction we use an
admittance approach [15] that uses the wrench estimated by
a wrench observer [16], [17]. The whole system is able to
work at an unprecedented performance level thanks to the
accurate control of the propeller speed provided by [18].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we first
introduce a generic model for NCFTP aerial systems and
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afterwards we model the Tilt-Hex. In Sec. III we introduce
the complete admittance control framework and we present
the single components, namely the inner loop geometric pose
controller, the wrench observer and the outer loop admittance
filter. Then, in Sec. IV we present the hard-/software archi-
tecture. The conducted experiments are presented in Sec. V.
Finally, Sec. VI concludes the paper with a summary of the
results and an outline of future works.

II. SYSTEM MODELING

We consider as aerial robot a fully actuated aerial vehicle
equipped with an arbitrarily mounted end-effector tool. The
presented physical interaction framework is generic for any
fully actuated system, able to track a full-pose trajectory with
the end-effector. We shall start with the generic parts of the
modeling (see Sec. II-.1) and we shall afterwards present the
instantiation of this general model for the NCFTP hexarotor
used in the experiments (see Sec. II-.2).

1) General Modeling: Let us denote with FW the inertial
world frame, whose axes (unit vectors) and origin are indi-
cated with {xW ,yW ,zW} and OW , respectively (see Fig. 1).
Then we denote with FR : OR−{xR,yR,zR} the body frame
rigidly attached to the robot, where OR coincides with the
robot’s CoM (including the end-effector). The position of OR
expressed in FW is denoted by pR ∈R3. Let us denote with
FE : OE −{xE ,yE ,zE} the end-effector frame that is also
rigidly attached to the robot. The position of OE in FW and
in FR are denoted by pE ∈ R3 and pR

E ∈ R3, respectively,
where pR

E is constant over time.
We generally denote with R?

◦ ∈ SO(3) (where SO(3) =
{A ∈ R3×3|AAT = I}) the rotation matrix expressing the
orientation of a frame F◦ with respect to a frame F?.
If ? is omitted it is intended as if ? = W . Generically,
ωωω◦ ∈ R3 denotes the angular velocity of F◦ w.r.t. FW ,
expressed in F◦. Given all the previous definitions, the
orientation kinematics of the robot and the end effector are
then expressed by

ṘR = RR[ωωωR]× and ṘE = RE [ωωωE ]×, (1)

respectively, where [•]× ∈ SO(3) represents, in general, the
skew symmetric matrix associated to any vector • ∈ R3.

Using the Newton-Euler formalism, the equation of motion
of the aerial robot can be expressed as[

mp̈R
Jω̇ωωR

]
=−

[
mge3

ωωωR×JωωωR

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

g(ωωωR)

+

[
fW

τττR

]
+JT

Ewe
E (2)

with m and J ∈ R3×3 representing the robot mass and its
inertia matrix with respect to OR and expressed in FB,
respectively, g is the gravitational acceleration, and fW ∈
R3 and τττR ∈ R3 are force and torque input. The external
contact wrench arising at the end-effector expressed in FW
is denoted by we

E ∈ R6 while its estimation (observation) is
denoted by ŵe

E = [ f̂ e
E1

f̂ e
E2

f̂ e
E3

τ̂e
E1

τ̂e
E2

τ̂e
E3
]T ∈ R6.
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Fig. 2: Signal block diagram of the control framework. The runtime
frequency is highlighted. For clarity higher derivatives of the signals
have been omitted. The cascaded structure of the pose controller
has been omitted as well.

2) Tilt-Hex: The NCFTP platform used in the experiments
is a hexarotor structure where propellers are mounted on 6
equidistant/equally-spaced bars in the x-y-plane of FR. To
achieve the full actuation each propeller has been fixated by
a rigid adapter that tilts it (see Fig. 1).

The total force applied to OR, expressed in FW is

fW (u) = RRF1u (3)

where u = [u1 . . .u6]
T is the vector of the 6 squared propeller

spinning velocities and F1 ∈ R3×6 incorporates the physical
properties of the hexarotor (i.e., propeller tilting angles and
thrust coefficients). Similarly, the total moment is

τττ
R(u) = F2u (4)

where F2 ∈ R3×6 incorporates all the physical properties. A
detailed derivation of the model and of F1 and F2 can be
found in [11]. By replacing (3) and (4) in (2) we obtain[

mp̈R
Jω̇ωωR

]
= g(ωωωR)+

[
RRF1

F2

]
u = g(ωωωR)+F(RR)u. (5)

III. CONTROLLER

In this section we describe the single components of the
controller. The control framework is based on an outer loop
admittance control and an inner loop full-pose geometric
controller (see Fig. 2). The state of the aerial robot is esti-
mated by a UKF that fuses the IMU acceleration and angular
velocity measurements with the position and orientation from
a pose sensor (in our case a motion capture system, which
could be easily replaced with an onboard camera using a
Perspective-n-Point (PnP) algorithm). The interaction torques
and forces are estimated by a wrench observer.

A. Pose Controller
The goal of the inner loop control law is to compute

the six desired propeller spinning rates u that let pR and
RR track at best an arbitrary full-pose reference trajectory
(pR,r,RR,r) :R→R3×SO(3). Our controller is composed by
an inner control loop (attitude controller) and outer control
loop (position controller). The controller terminates with
a force-torque mapper that computes the actual input u
based on the reference control force fr ∈ R3 and reference
control moment τττr ∈R3 provided by the position and attitude
controller, respectively. The controller has been thoroughly
discussed in [19] we will therefore now present it briefly.
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1) Attitude controller: The attitude controller takes as
input the reference orientation and the measured attitude state
RR,ωωωR to compute the reference control torque τττr ∈ R3 as

τττr = ωωωR×JωωωR−KReR−Kω ωωωR (6)

where KR,Kω are positive definite gain matrixes, and the
orientation error eR is defined as

eR =
1
2
(
∗
R

T

R,rRR−RT
R

∗
RR,r)

∨, (7)

and •∨ is the vee map from so(3) to R3, see [19]. Note that
∗
RR,r and RR,r are not necessarily identical. The vector τττr is
then passed to the force-torque mapper.

2) Position controller: The position controller takes as
input the full-pose reference trajectory and the measured
translational state pR, ṗR and produces as output the desired

orientation
∗
RR,r (given as input to the attitude controller)

and the reference control force fr ∈ R3 (sent directly to the
force-torque mapper). Given the position tracking errors

ep = pR−pR,r, and ev = ėp = ṗR− ṗR,r, (8)

the reference force vector is computed as

fr = m(p̈r +ge3−Kpep−Kvev) , (9)

where Kp and Kv are positive definite gain matrixes.
The reason why we introduced a new reference orientation

∗
RR,r in the latter section that is not necessarily equal to
RR,r is that the force fi of every single propeller is naturally
bounded by physical limits producing all together a polytope
of feasible 3D forces that the aerial robot can exert. The
polytope of the Tilt-Hex has its largest force along zR. In
case that fr in (9) is not implementable while also tracking

the reference orientation, the controller seeks a novel
∗
RR,r

as close as possible to RR,r such that fr is contained in the
feasible force polytope.

3) Force-torque mapper: The force-torque mapper takes
as inputs fr and τττr and computes a feasible u as:

u =

[
RRF1

F2

]−1 [ fr
τττr

]
. (10)

To sum up the full controller in words, we aim at tracking
a full-pose reference trajectory: if this is not feasible as the
control output u would violate the minimum or maximum

forces of any propeller ui, we seek to find an
∗
RR,r such that

the input constraints are obeyed.

B. Wrench Observer
Let νννR ∈ IR6 be the twist (generalized velocity) of the

aerial robot CoM, defined as νννR =
[
ṗT

R RRωωωT
R
]T, it is

possible to write (2) in Lagrangian form as

M(RR) ν̇ννR +C(RR,ωωωR)νννR +gR = F̄(RR)u−we
R, (11)

where, both linear and angular momenta are expressed in
FW , M(RR) and C(RR,ωωωR) are the inertia and Corio-
lis/centrifugal term matrices

M(RR)=

[
mI3 O3
O3 J̄

]
, C(RR,ωωωR)=

[
O3 O3
O3 [RRωωωR]×J̄

]
,

with J̄ = RRJRT
R being the inertial tensor w.r.t. OR expressed

in FW ; gR =
[
mgeT

3 0T
3
]T

is the vector collecting the gravity
terms, F̄ =

[
FT

1 RT
R FT

2 RT
R
]T, and

we
R = HE(RR)we

E , HE(RR) =

[
I3 [RRpR

E ]×
O3 I3

]
. (12)

Equation (12) suggests that the term we
R represents the effect

on the robot CoG of the wrench we
E acting on the tool

tip. In order to estimate the interaction wrench, exerted by
the tool-tip on the external environment, a momentum-based
observer [16] has been designed. The generalized momentum
q ∈ R6 can be computed as

q = M(RR)ν̇ννR. (13)

By exploiting the property of the inertia matrix

Ṁ(RR) = C(RR,ωωωR)+CT (RR,ωωωR) , (14)

the time-derivative of (13) can be expressed as

q̇ = CT (RR,ωωωR)νννR−gR + F̄u+we
R. (15)

Let ŵe
R,∈ IR6 be the residual vector, defined as follows

ŵe
R=KI

[
(q(t)−q(t0))−

∫ t

t0
(CT(RR,ωωωR)νννR+F̄u−gR + ŵe

R)dτ

]
,

(16)
where t and t0 are the current and initial time instant respec-
tively, KI is a positive definite gain matrix. By reasonably
assuming that νννR(t0) = 06, it implies that q(t0) is null as
well. By taking the time derivative of (16), through (15), the
following dynamics for the residual vector is obtained

˙̂we
R +KIŵe

R = KIwe
R, (17)

where we
R is computed from (11). Equation (17) is a first

order low-pass dynamic system: it can be easily recognized
that ŵe

R→ we
R when t→ ∞ and with KI ' ∞ it yields ŵe

R '
we

R. Thus, a proper choice of KI lets the observer achieve a
good estimation of we

R while, at the same time, it filters out
the high-frequency noise. Once ŵe

R is known, the estimated
wrench acting on the tool tip, ŵe

E is computed as

ŵe
E = H−1

E (RR)ŵe
R. (18)

C. Admittance Filter

In order to achieve bounded internal forces, a compliant
behavior of the end-effector with respect to interaction gen-
eralized forces should be adopted. The desired trajectory of
the end-effector, (pE,d ,RE,d ,νννE,d , ν̇ννE,d), given by an offline
planner, represents the input of the admittance filter, that
computes a new reference trajectory (pE,r,RE,r,νννE,r, ν̇ννE,r)
for the end-effectors via the following dynamic system

ME∆ν̇ννE +DE∆νννE +KEeE = ŵe
E , (19)

which is the equation of a 6-DoF mechanical impedance [20]
of inertia ME , damping DE and stiffness KE : those matrices
are all positive-definite and suitably chosen in a way to
impose an over-damped behavior to the system. The other
terms in (19) are the velocity error ∆νννE = νννE,d −νννE,r and
the pose error eE =

[
pE,d−pE,r,∆ξξξ E

]
, being ∆ξξξ E the vector
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part of the unit quaternion extracted from the rotation matrix
RE,dRT

E,r representing the orientation error.
Once the reference trajectory of the end-effector has been

computed it should be expressed in terms of CoM reference
trajectory in order to be tracked by the inner loop pose
controller. The reference position and orientation of the robot
are then computed (see Fig. 1) as

pR,r = pE,r−RR,rpR
E , RR,r = RE,rRE

R , (20)

while the CoM reference velocities and accelerations are
obtained by taking the time derivatives of (20).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The Tilt-Hex robot is a LAAS-CNRS development based
on off-the-shelf aluminum components, carbon fiber bars for
the end-effector and 3D-printed structural components. The
robot diameter (rotor hub to rotor hub) is 0.8m. The total
mass is m= 1.8kg including the end-effector and the distance
from the center of mass to the tool tip is pR

E = [0.12 0 0.4]Tm.
The principal components of the inertia tensor, obtained
by a detailed CAD model, have been identified as J =
diag(11.5,11.4,19.4)10−6 kgm2. The propeller tilting angles
are α = 30◦ and β = 10◦ (see [11] for the angle definition).
which guarantee a well balanced choice between maximum
lateral forces and losses due to internal forces.

The six 12inch propellers are driven by six MK3638
brushless motors by MikroKopter. The maximum lift force
per propeller is 12N. The hardware of the ESC (electronic
speed control) unit driving each motors is the BL-Ctrl-2.0
from MikroKopter. The software is an in-house developed
firmware that performs closed-loop spinning frequency con-
trol and accepts a desired spinning frequency at 1 kHz [18].
At the same rate it provides a measurement of the current
spinning frequency, that it is used in the wrench observer.

The on-board inertial measurement unit provides ac-
celerometer and gyroscope measurements. An external mo-
tion capture system (Optitrack MoCap) based on optical
markers has been used to retrieve the platform’s position
and orientation (notice that a PnP algorithm and an onboard
camera could easily replace the MoCap). On the ground a 3D
force torque sensor (ATI Mini45) has been used to validate
off-line the estimations of the wrench observer. The MoCap
measurements (120Hz) are fused via a UKF state estimator
with the IMU measurements (1kHz) thus obtaining a full
state estimate at 1kHz.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental setup described in Section IV has been
adopted for testing the performance of the proposed scheme
in the presence of interaction of the aerial robot with the en-
vironment – both objects and human subjects. We encourage
the reader to watch the multimedia attachment to appreciate
the experiments in action. For the reader’s convenience the
orientations corresponding to a rotation matrix are displayed
in the plots using the common roll, pitch and yaw angles
with the following convention: R•→ φ•,θ•,ψ•. Furthermore
the single components of position or error vectors are marked
with indices using the following convention: [[]x[]y[]z]T .

Exp. 1 Exp. 2a Exp. 2b

Pose
Controller

Kp 12 14 14
Kv 4 8 8
KR 10 8 8
Kω 1.4 1.4 1.4

Admittance
Filter

MEP 1 1 4
DEP 50 2 55
KER 80 4 80
MER 1 1 1
DER 50 12 7
KER 100 35 15

TABLE I: Parameters used in the four experiments. Each value
represents the multiplier of a 3×3 identity matrix.

A. Exp. 1: Off-Centered Pushing and Wrench Estimator Test

The first case study consists of an interaction of the end-
effector tool with a planar surface (see Fig. 1). In order to
achieve the interaction, a trajectory has been chosen such
that the end-effector pushes vertically the surface, connected
to a force/torque sensor, whose measurements represent the
ground-truth. The goal is twofold: i) to show, by direct
comparison with the ground truth, that the estimated force is
a reliable estimate of the real one; ii) to prove that, thanks
to the full actuation, the tool can interact in a safe, stable,
and non-oscillatory way through a point that is offset and far
away from the CoM. Such behavior is impossible to achieve
for a standard underactuated platform. The parameter values
for the admittance filter are reported in Tab. I.

The planned desired trajectory of the end-effector and the
reference one are reported in Fig. 3-1 (where ‘-j’ stands for
‘j-th row’, in this case ‘j=1’). Between 27 s and 61 s, the
desired trajectory pierces the surface and the force/torque
sensor measures an interaction force along the zW axis.
Fig. 3-5 shows the component of ŵs

E along zW measured
by the sensor (blue line) and the corresponding component
of ŵe

E estimated via the wrench observer (16) (red line):
the estimation is very close to the ground truth, with a
maximum error of about 0.3 N (i.e., less than the 10% of the
force value). The discrepancy between the planned desired
trajectory and the reference one given by the admittance filter
along zW grows at the beginning of the contact phase, up to
a value of about 0.05 m (see Fig. 3-2), and moves to zero
when the contact force vanishes. Along the other axes it is
very close to zero. In Fig. 3-3 and Fig. 3-4 inner pose control
position and orientation errors are reported (see Section III-
A) namely the errors between the reference trajectory given
by the admittance filter and the actual one: after the initial
phase, both the position and orientation errors are very
close to zero, also in the presence of contact. Thus, the
controller is correctly behaving and the admittance filter is
correctly tuned, since it limits the interaction forces without
destabilizing the motion controller.

B. Exp. 2: Disturbance Injection through Rope Pulling

In this second experiment, the performance of the pro-
posed scheme has been evaluated in the presence of an
external disturbance injected by a human by pulling and
releasing a rope attached to the aerial platform, and with
different tuning of the admittance parameters. The rope has
been fixated on the end-effector structure where it opens
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Fig. 3: Interaction through an off-centered point with flat surface
attached to a force sensor.

into the triangular structure (at the level of the lowest visual
marker in Fig 1) being 10 cm above the end-effector tip but
30 cm below the center of mass (and off centered w.r.t. to
it). With respect to the end-effector tip this position allows
to generate a combined force and torque.

Firstly the stiffness matrix KE in (19) was tuned to make
the system highly compliant with respect to interaction forces
and relatively stiff respect to interaction torques, by choosing
small position and high orientation gains (for detailed values
see Tab. I-Exp.2a). Thus, in the presence of the external
disturbance, the platform has to keep the assigned orien-
tation while large deviation from the desired position are
requested. The desired position and orientation through these
experiments was constant and horizontal at the origin. Figure
4 shows the obtained results: as expected, from Fig. 4-1
there is a large deviation of position under presence of the
estimated forces f̂ e

E2
with peaks of 2 N (see Fig. 4-5), while

the orientation remains almost horizontal despite interaction
torques with peak values of about 2 Nm about the xW and yW
axes (see Fig. 4-4). Concerning the inner loop pose control
errors, in this case larger errors are experienced due to the
more challenging scenario and the dynamic change of the
applied wrench, however the errors, after the initial phase,
are still acceptable for a flying platform, reaching peak values
of about 0.11 m for the position and 3◦ for the orientation
when the human pulls the rope. Again, thanks to the full
actuation everything remains perfectly stable.
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Fig. 4: External disturbance injected by human with a rope: com-
pliant position/stiff orientation case.

Then, a different tuning of the stiffness matrix KE was
tested by choosing large position gains and small orientation
gains (for detailed values see Tab. I-Exp.2b). In this way the
system is made compliant with respect to interaction torques
and stiff with respect to interaction forces. In this case, in the
presence of the external disturbance, the platform has to keep
the assigned position while a large deviation from the desired
orientation is allowed. Figure 5 shows the experimental
results: as expected, Fig. 5-2 shows a large deviation of the
orientation, while the deviation of the position is reduced
with respect to the previous scenario (although the exerted
forces are double then before - see Fig. 5-5). Again the
motion control error in Fig. 5-3 and 4 remain small.

Notice that in this second case the behavior of the robot
is (on purpose) counterintuitive. While pulling the observers
intuition would tell that the aerial robot will rotate about the
CoM, however the admittance method, applied with respect
to the end-effector tip, forces the aerial robot to rotate about
the tip. This results in a rotation opposing the intuition. The
interested reader is referred to the video. It is worth to notice
that the platform remained stable thanks to the inner loop
geometric control although we reached the saturation of rotor
1 (see Fig. 5-6). This experiment proves as well that the
fully actuated platform, with the motion control described in
Section III, is able to counteract large disturbances both in
term of forces and torques without loss of stability.
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Fig. 5: External disturbance injected by a human with a rope:
compliant orientation/stiff position case.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper the problem of physical interaction of a novel
fully actuated aerial robot with the external environment has
been tackled out with the aim of keeping interaction forces
bounded and guaranteeing a stable behavior of the robotic
system. The proposed aerial platform, developed at LAAS-
CNRS and named Tilt-Hex, allows to control independently
both linear and angular accelerations and, thus, to counteract
any wrench during the contact with the environment. A
two-loop control scheme has been designed: at the outer
loop an admittance control scheme steers the system to a
desired impedance behavior in the presence of interaction
wrenches by computing suitable reference trajectories that
are fed to a geometrically-based motion controller (the inner
loop). Finally a relevant experimental campaign has been
successfully conducted.

In the future we plan to make the robot more autonomous
by using onboard sensors and also interfaceable with a
human operator through a haptic (bilateral) shared control, as
done, e.g., in [21] for a contact-free underactuated vehicle.
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